Quantifying the Electron Transport Chain Enzyme Transcripts in *Aspergillus fumigatus* Exposed to Menadione
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The role of mitochondrial enzymes in antioxidant processes required for *A. fumigatus* survival in hosts is still poorly understood. *A. fumigatus* electron transport chain (ETC) possesses alternative enzymes (alternative oxidase, AOX), which may be related to stress adaptation. Thus, we evaluated the interaction between ETC enzymes and AOX within oxidative environment, quantifying the transcript production of these enzymes in AOX-knockouted (ΔAOX) strains treated with menadione. Responses in germinants and hyphae were studied. Transcripts were quantified with TaqMan qPCR, comprising 8 genes, including those related to classical and alternative ETC enzymes. Lower relative levels of mRNA for classical ETC enzymes were detected in ΔAOX germinants compared to untreated CEA17 control strain. In contrast, ATP synthase, UCP-like and external NADH dehydrogenase (NDE) showed slightly increased levels (0.6, 2.3 and 0.9-fold compared to control, respectively), suggesting an electron displacement from ETC to alternative enzymes. In hyphae, ΔAOX ETC enzymes showed an increased relative level of their transcripts, except complex III (no variation compared to untreated CEA 17 hyphae). In the same condition, higher quantities of UCP-like and NDE transcripts (increase of 9.4 and 16.1) were detected, but ATP synthase levels decreased 98%. Those results suggest the higher sensitivity of hyphae to menadione. Furthermore, comparison of UCP and ATP synthase indicates the uncoupling effect by UCP to compensate the burst of superoxide. We detected increased levels of NDE gene expression in both treated ΔAOX and CEA17. Interestingly, it seems that NDE expression is AOX-dependent, suggesting a coordinated action to reestablish the electron flow.
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